Mrs Wordsmith.

**THE BLAB**

PRE-LAUNCH
SPECIAL EDITION

featuring:

Extravagant Lobster
The Blab is Epic Word Adventure’s very own FREE news source for kids, keeping readers up to date with everything happening in Blabberville. Bringing you everything from the latest in-game avatar outfits, to exclusive interviews with the characters, the newspaper is the player’s vocabulary-rich guide to the game.

This newspaper is designed for kids so share it with them. It’s funny and vocabulary-rich, and some of the words are challenging.
Mrs Wordsmith to Launch Mobile Game

Reports suggest something EPIC is heading to the App Store very soon...

Helmet up and join the Scooties as you explore an ever-changing 3D world on your very own customizable scooter, collecting coins, learning new vocabulary, and completing word missions. Let loose to the latest chart-toppers with Shang High the giraffe at the Disco, visit Bearnice the bear in the spa for a spot of pampering. They’re excited to see you! Wherever your wheels take you, there is an adventure to be had and a new word to learn!

Blabberville awaits -- the gates are opening soon to the fastest growing, powered-by-words, scooting city around. Keep up with The Blab to be the first to know about the new missions, mini-games, and madness awaiting you on your Epic Word Adventure!
MEET YOUR SCOOTIE

You’re a Scootie now and you’ve got to dress the part. Try riding Glazed and Confused from Grit’s Scooter Garage. Unlock 100s of outfits and scooters as you learn and earn.

Puppy paws in lobster claws? Yes, you heard right! Oz’s latest creation took to the catwalk this week. Turning heads in red, the Extravagant Lobster outfit stuns from nose to tail, complete with splendid matching whiskers and pincers. Visit Downtown and take a trip to the 3D Printer Shop to check out the Extravagant Lobster outfit and go from scoot to cute!
Blab:
We hear The Taco Shack is the food joint to visit in Blabberville! Can you explain what happens here?

Plato:
Hi Blab crew! Welcome! We’re focused on coming up with new ways to make delicious tacos and other kinds of Mexican cuisine like quesadillas, burritos, and my world-famous guacamole! You’ve come at a busy time for us...

Blab:
Awesome! What’s your favourite taco on the menu?

Plato:
Picking one is too hard! For me it’s a tossup between two... Either my kicking crispy cactus tacos or my zesty cilantro lime braised beef tacos. Come by sometime and try one!

Blab:
You’re making us drool! Where can our readers find the Taco Shack?

Plato:
We’re located by Blabber Beach — it’s surfs up and chow down!
starving

The results are in. You readers must be in dire need of a slice of pizza (or two, or three) because this week’s most watched video was “starving”.

Watch the video on Youtube
BRAIN TRAINING: DO JOKES REALLY MAKE YOU SMARTER!?

Hey! Did you know that jokes actually change your brain chemistry? Yep. When you find something funny, dopamine is released into your brain to make you feel happy. That means that if you laugh while you learn new words then you will remember them because they made you feel INCREDIBLE.

Dear Blab,

Rumour has it that Blabberville has six environments with outrageously cool Scooter Parks. We heard it’s a word game with the most sophisticated scooter ramps and parks the Appstore has ever seen. Is this true?

Helmut Scootie

Dear Helmutt,

Yes it’s true! Blabberville is powered by word power and you scoot around to find 1000s of words. We’ve hired a former BMX rider to help us develop the different scooter parks and tricks. You may have to jump or do a flip if you want to snag the harder words! We can’t wait for you to get started.

XOXO The Blab
Blabber Beach: If you want to get as big and strong as Brick the hippo, you’ve got to hit the beachside gym scoot park. Get strong as you roll along! The ramps here are no joke and will whip you into shape (you can hit up the Taco Shack to refuel after)! But with the chilled beach vibes, the sunshine, and the calming sounds of the ocean, there’s no place we would rather scoot! Catch some waves. Catch a Word of the Day.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Circle five words that describe you and find out how many kids agree with you...

dramatic  
amicable  
calm  
sensitive  
relentless  
contemplative  
gorgeous  
artistic  
thoughtful  
inquisitive  
unruly  
awesome  
hilarious  
cunning  
crafty  
speedy  
fearsome  
tenacious  
fiery  
adaptive  
wise  
personable  
ambitious  
athletic
OUT SOON!

EPIC WORD ADVENTURE ARRIVES FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL

What our kid testers say...

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Finally! We can play video games all day and our parents think we’re studying’

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘So fun you won’t notice you’re learning’

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘The best scooter word game on the face of the planet.’